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Has this happened to you? 

 Have you been asked to provide a writing sample 
from your instrumental/Vocal  music class? 

 

 Do you fight it and claim you don’t write in Music? 

 

 Do you fight it by saying you don’t have time? 



Standardized Tests 

 All tests are calling for greater reading and writing skills 
from our students. 

 

 This can no longer fall on the Language Arts Teachers alone. 

 

 Everybody is being asked to do their part to develop stronger 
readers and writers. 



Prepared Graduate Competencies. 

What are they? 

S Preschool through grade 12 concepts and skills that all 
students leaving the Colorado Education System must have 
to ensure success in a postsecondary and workforce setting. 



Prepared Graduates: 

 

 

Are able to clearly articulate individual feelings and 
emotions about music through defensible criteria 

SEvaluate music according to how well it captures its’ style 
and/or genre, or invokes an emotional or intellectual 
response.  

SDemonstrate a nuanced understanding of aesthetics in 
music, appropriate to the particular features of given styles 
and genres. 

 



This means? 

 

 All of  these can be met through Literacy. 

 

 We can all do our part to help develop stronger writers. 

 

 When called upon to produce a writing sample there 
are several quick and easy ways to accomplish this task. 



Ticket out the Door 

or Exit Ticket 

S Quick 

S And  

S Easy 

 



Sticky Notes 

 

Give each student a sticky note or index card. 

 

At the end of rehearsal ask students to list 2 items 
that need to be addressed before the next class in 
regards to a particular piece of music that you are 
working on. 



 

S The Dynamic changes in Hymn Song need to be 
brought out in measures 10-25. 

 

S The clarinets are too overpowering in measures 15-30 

 

S The first trumpets are missing notes at the end of the 
piece.  

S The song we sang today was fun but did not sound 
good. 



What not to accept 

 This piece sucks 

 

 I hate this song 

 

 Why do we have to play this piece? 

 

 If  these appear hand them back and ask for more appropriate answers. 

 



Compare/Contrast 

 

S Index cards work well for this activity. 

 

S Play two recordings of the same piece. As students are 
listening ask them to list ways the samples are alike and 
different. 

S You may want to choose samples that vary by Brass 
Choir as compared to a full concert band. 

S Pick a Children's Choir to compare to an adult choir of 
same song.  



Response Starters 

S Great for when you are attending a festival and observing 
other groups.  

 

S Bring pencils and forms already printed with you. 

S Ex. I am surprised 

S This reminds me 

S I question 



Help! 

S Sometimes students just need a little help getting started. 

 

S The response starters are great for giving them that first 
thought. 

 

S This activity keeps them occupied during a festival. 



Talk and Turn 

S When students seem to  be having trouble knowing what to 
write have them turn to their neighbor and vocalize their 
thoughts. Time them for about 30-seconds to one minute. If 
they can vocalize their thoughts then it helps to write them 
down 

 



Kjos.com 
 

S Multimedia Library 

 

S Great books by Wendy Barden for reflections and 
assessments. 

 

S Free to download and use as needed in your 
program 

 

S Great Theory Lessons as well for Band and 
Orchestra 



 



 



 



The correct word for the correct 

response 

S How you phrase your question determines the response you 
may receive 

 

S Choose a level that matches your level of students and/or 
the level you wish to achieve from the question. 

 



Levels of Questioning Word List 

S Level 1: Recall 

S List   Define    

S Recognize  Visualize 

S Name 

S Recall 

S Identify 

S State 

S Show 



Theory of Music 2nd grade 

 

S Comprehension and use of appropriate music vocabulary for 
dynamics, tempo, meter and articulation. 

S A. Use vocabulary for piano/forte  and crescendo/decrescendo and 
smooth/connected when describing music. 

S Ex. Listen to  a song and ask students to write  This song 
sounded_________ 

S This song had a _________________ 

 



Theory of Music 2nd grade 

S Identify instrumental sound groupings  

S (woodwinds, percussion , strings) 

 

S Ex. Listen to a recording and ask students to write what  
instruments they heard. 



Levels of Questioning Word List 

 Level 2: Understanding and Converting 

Summarize   Relate 

Paraphrase   Describe 

Calculate   Solve 

Explain   Apply 

Demonstrate  Compare 

Use    Illustrate 

Interpret   Contrast 

Classify 



Levels of Questioning  word List 

 Level 3: Comparison, Organization, Judgment, and Evaluation 

 Analyze   Support Defend 

 Devise    Estimate 

 Evaluate   Discuss 

 Organize   Write   

 Design    Criticize 

 Choose    Plan 

 Contrast   Justify 



Simple Recall Examples 

S Identify the half and whole step patterns in a major scale 

 

S Ask them to write this out 

 

S Put the  starting pitch of a scale down and ask them to write 
out the rest 



Simple Recall Examples 

S List the dynamic markings from  

S Very soft to very loud in order 

 

S List tempo markings from  fast to slow in order 

 

S Name the order of sharps and flats in order 



Understanding and Converting 

Examples 

 Describe the tone colors in the piece we rehearsed 
today 

 

 Describe how the music you listen to is used in different 
societal backgrounds and cultural traditions 

 

 Compare and contrast a C major and C minor Scale 



Theory of Music 6th grade 

S Analysis of a beginning level composition or performance 
using musical elements. 

S A. Describe using a minimum of two markings (dynamic and 
tempo) when analyzing a musical example. 

S Ex. Put a score up on an overhead or play a recording of a 
performance and ask students to write what they  hear or see. 

 



First Grade Aesthetic Valuation 

 

S Describe how ideas or moods are  

S Communicated through music. 

S Ex. Play a song for students- Have written out- 

S 1. This song makes me feel________ 

S Have a word bank for students to choose from. Perhaps a small 
drawing next to answer for ELL Learners. 

 



Aesthetic Valuation 3rd grade 

S -Identify Personal Preferences for Music 

 

S Use simple terms to describe personal preferences. 

 

S Ex. Dynamics, tempo, beat, rhythm, lyrics. 

S I like this song because of the beat it has. It makes me feel 
happy. 

 



Comparison, Organization, 

Judgment, and Evaluation 

Examples 

 Analyze this score from measure 1-20 looking for 
dynamics and tempos only. 

 

 Choose one piece from our concert  repertoire and 
support what makes it a programmable piece of  music 

 

 Defend the value of  music to you and to others 



   Concert Invitation 

   Give students an index card 

 

S Ask them to invite your  principal, assistant 
principal, secretary, head cook, etc. to your concert. 

 

S Ask them to state the reasons why they should 
come. Give them to the person invited.  The reasons 
are fantastic and after reading them how  can they 
turn you down. 



Shared Reading 

 

 

S Engages teachers ands students as they share the responsibility 
of reading a text together, developing fluency and vocabulary 
as they make meaning out of the text. Provides the opportunity 
to develop background knowledge and vocabulary, 
comprehension strategies  and provide an example of fluent 
reading. 



Shared Reading/Music 

S Sight Reading- We prepare students to become fluent sight 
readers as we read a piece together. We develop vocabulary 
along the way in hopes that it is applied when sight reading 
a piece of music. It teaches vocabulary, comprehension 
strategies  and provides an example of fluent reading. 



Read-Aloud 

S Explicit instruction which develops word-solving, fluency, 
comprehension and vocabulary skills and strategies. Allows 
students  to think aloud about problem –solving/meaning. 
Making. 



Read-Aloud/Music 

S Score Study- Planned instruction which develops word-
solving, fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary strategies. 
Allows students to think aloud and provides conversation 
for meaning/making. 



Literature Study 

S Focus is on author studies, genre studies, historical periods, 
and /or the aesthetics (or the characteristics) of literature. 
Literature study supports and deepens understanding as 
students read across curriculum areas, and allows the 
opportunity to transfer and reapply thinking skills previously 
taught. 



Literature Study/ Music 

S Music  Appreciation Course. 

S Focus is on Composer, musical genres, historical periods in 
music and aesthetics of  literature.  

S Literature study deepens the understanding  as students 
transfer the knowledge previously taught 



Independent Reading 

S Builds on the components of reading through the transfer 
and reapplication of previously taught thinking skills. 

S Students read texts that they self-selected or texts that are 
assigned by the teacher for specific goals. 



Independent Reading/Music 

S Solo 

S Ensemble 

S Builds on the componets of previously taught skills and 
strategies of reading. 

S Literature is self-selected or is assigned by the instructor for 
specific learning goals. 



Response to Intervention (RTI) 

S Sectionals 

S Private Lessons 

S Peer coaching 

S Smart Music 

S All ways music teachers approach RTI daily, not just in crisis 
mode. 



Terminology 

S As you sit through a faculty meeting or Professional 
Learning Community (PLC) 

S Think about how the terms that are being addressed  relate 
to music. 

S Chances are they do cross over. Sometimes we just need  to 
think out of the box. 



Music and Math 

 MusicTechTeacher.com 

 1. Rhythmic Math Quiz 

 2. Rhythm Time Quiz- Fling the Teacher 

 3. Fill in the Measure 

 

 

 



Grades 3-5  

S 1. Fractions 

S 2. Multiples 

S 3. Beats 

S 4. Measures 

S Pick a favorite Folk Song and make a fraction out of the 
measures. 

S Multiply note values 

S Make a fraction out of  given notes 



Grades 6-8 

Sets, Keys and scales 

S 1. Talk about scales and patterns 

S 2. EX- Major, Minor Pattern 

S 3. Talk about Modes and Patterns 

 

S Relate each discussion to sets in math. 



Chart Building Fractions 

Name Note-Symbol Fraction # Notes in 

Measure 

Whole 1/1 1 

Quarter 1/4 4 



Overwhelmed? 

S Take it a step at a time 

S Start with a ticket out the door 

S Devote one day of the week to doing a short writing 
exercise 

S Show your work to your administration 

S Don’t freak about grading them 

S Be supportive of writing and do not make excuses 


